Recovery of function after neonatal or adult hemispherectomy in cats: I. Time course, movement, posture and sensorimotor tests.
Cats with removal of the left hemitelencephalon (hemispherectomy) as neonates (n = 12) or in adulthood (n = 14), were compared using a battery of 16 neurological and behavioral tests given when they were young adults (kittens) or at least 5 months after the lesion (adults). The neonatal-lesioned subjects grew normally and performed markedly and significantly better than adult-lesioned cats in 13 tests covering the wide range of movement, posture and sensory functions which were assessed. None of the animals recovered tactile placing of the right forelimb or a normal vision in the right visual field. However, the overall recovery was outstanding for all cats such that the neonatal-lesioned were hard to differentiate from intact controls in their spontaneous, daily activities. Because the lesions were similar in the two age-at-lesion groups, and since numerous functions were followed for prolonged, comparable postlesion time, we conclude that, after hemispherectomy in the cat, there definitely is greater functional recovery if the lesion is sustained early in life. We propose that the enhanced recovery of function in neonatal-lesioned cats is largely due to the extensive anatomical reorganization which we have demonstrated in ongoing studies, and which contrasts with a lesser remodeling in adult-lesioned cats.